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Starting with the solid foun-
dation of a leaf spring front sus-
pension ’01 model Super Duty
that was in pristine condition,
Hoel wanted to have a stunning
truck that would stand out
among the elite and exotic cars
and trucks normally rolling
around Vegas. To accomplish
the task, he started by going to
Mike Smith at Super Duty Shop
right there in Las Vegas. Smith

and crew installed a 12.5-inch
Donahoe Racing lift kit, featur-
ing new Deaver front and rear
leaf springs and chrome Fox
Racing Shox. Thanks to the big
lift, the team was able to install
huge 40x15.50R22LT Toyo M/T
Open Country tires mounted on
Weld Racing 22x12-inch
Cheyenne wheels that were
chrome-plated.

In front, the shock hoops are

painted to match the truck and
used to mount two Fox Racing
Shox remote reservoir chrome
shocks on each side, giving the
cavernous wheel well some seri-
ous eye candy. The team at
Super Duty also had the anti-
sway bars and links chromed. To
improve the functionality and
longevity of the front axle, espe-
cially with the huge wheel and
tire combination Hoel planned

HIGH
ROLLER
THE ’01 FORD F-250

LIVING IN THE LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, AREA CAN BE
LIKE LIVING IN A PRESSURE COOKER, FIRST FROM
THE HEAT BUT SECONDLY FROM THE PRESSURE
TO HAVE THE BEST, BE THE BEST AND LOOK THE
BEST. LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, IS KNOWN FOR ITS
MANY HIGH ROLLERS AND MYSTERIOUS HIGH
ROLLER SUITES IN THE CASINOS. IT IS NOT
UNCOMMON TO SEE HIGH-DOLLAR EXOTIC CARS
AND TRUCKS ROLLING DOWN THE STRIP AT ANY
TIME OF THE DAY OR NIGHT. TO STAND OUT IN
LAS VEGAS REQUIRES A SERIOUS RIG AND JOHN
HOEL JR.’S ‘01 FORD F-250 CREW CAB SUPER DUTY
IS A SERIOUS HIGH ROLLER! 
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Getting up close and personal

with Hoel’s high roller, you can

see the replacement front grille,

bumper and headlights from an

’05 model that makes this ’01

look so much newer than it real-

ly is. The crew at Super Stripes

installed the new parts and

painted the accent pieces to

match the paint on the rest of

the truck.
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LEFT - The front end of Hoel’s F-250 looks great with the right amount

of lift and a huge wheel and tire combination with the 40-inch Toyos

and chrome 22-inch Welds.

ABOVE - On closer inspection, things just keep getting better and dual

chrome Fox Racing Shox remote reservoir shocks and color-matched

shock hoops and reservoir mounts tie the whole package together

nicely.

to install, they installed a
Dynatrac Free-Spin heavy-duty
hub conversion kit to replace
the problematic factory live
spindle assembly. Huge Deaver
replacement leaf springs pro-
vide the new altitude for the
front end of the truck, support-
ing the massive 7.3-liter Power
Stroke diesel engine under the
hood. To keep the huge Toyo
tires pointed in the right direc-
tion, Smith fabricated a heim-
joint-equipped steering bar

with dual Fox Racing Shox stabi-
lizers. Rounding out the front-
end driveline modifications is a
custom CV-joint driveshaft built
to eliminate any potential drive-
line vibration.

In the rear, Smith and his
team installed Deaver leaf
springs to work in concert with
replacement lift blocks and
Firestone airbags to help when
the truck is loaded down. Like in
the front, chrome anti-sway bars
and end links are used to keep

the truck flat in the turns. The
Super Duty team also installed a
custom CV-joint driveshaft in
the rear. To tame the terrain,
they installed a Fabtech
Performance Suspension multi-
ple rear shock system to mount
two Fox Racing Shox remote
reservoir shocks on each side of
the axle to match the front end.

To update the look of the
truck from the outside, Hoel had
Super Stripes of nearby
Henderson, Nevada, install a ’05

grille on the ’01 truck, giving it a
facelift that has many people
thinking it is a new truck. The
team at Super Stripes also
installed the painted grille
inserts and painted the shock
reservoir mounts to match the
truck. Chrome-plated billet
Power Stroke Diesel V-8 and F-
250 badges were put on the
truck, replacing the factory
badges with a little more bling,
perfect for a high roller. To make
it easier to get into and out of

Looking from the rear of the front axle, you can see the chrome anti-sway

bar and long end links that keep the big truck flat in the turns. Also visi-

ble in the photo is the custom front driveshaft and the lift shackles that

help the Deaver leaf springs give the truck the right height.

Checking out the front axle from the front side it is easy to see the cus-

tom steering link that Smith built along with the dual chrome Fox Racing

Shox steering dampers.

the monstrous truck, Smith
installed AMP Research Power
Step motorized side steps that
deploy automatically when a
door is opened then they retract
against the lower rocker panel
when the door is closed.

To motivate the massive F-
250 and its huge Toyo tires,
Smith and his team added a few
upgrades to the diesel engine.
To get more air into the engine,
they installed an aFe air intake
kit then installed a custom 4-
inch-diameter exhaust system
to make it exhale better.
Additionally, they utilized a
Super Chips programmer
stacked with an Edge program-
mer to wring out the maximum
potential from the engine, elec-
tronically speaking. To provide
better cooling and easier serv-
ice with the transmission, a
Mag-Hytec aluminum transmis-

A Mag-Hytec aluminum transmission pan was installed to make servicing the transmission easier as well as pro-

viding additional cooling for the trans.

Super Duty Shop installed a custom 4-inch

exhaust on the truck tucked up close to the

frame, dumping in front of the passenger-

side rear wheel for a stealthy approach to

the exhaust system.

Looking at Hoel’s high roller from down low at the rear

is an impressive sight indeed. Dual chrome Fox Racing

Shox remote reservoir shocks at each corner keep the

rearend well damped and the big Deaver leaf springs

provide the lift.

Firestone airbags are mounted between the

frame and the Deaver leaf springs to provide

additional load carrying capacity, should the

need arise.

Now you see it, now you don’t! The AMP Research Power Step motorized running boards deploy automatically whenever the front or rear door is

opened on each side of the truck. The step retracts to a position below the truck where it is not seen when the doors are closed.



Looking at Hoel’s high roller from the rear, you can see that the truck has good proportions and is tastefully done with the right amount of chrome to

contrast the burnt orange paint.
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sion pan was installed.
Of course, you can’t be a

high roller without an aftermar-
ket audio/video system in your
ride and Hoel’s truck is no
exception to the rule, and even
though the interior looks stock,
high-end aftermarket compo-
nents are used. He turned to the
team at Divine One Customs in
Henderson, Nevada, to install
an in-dash Pioneer foldout DVD
receiver with touch screen mon-
itor and iPod integration to
replace the factory head unit.
The installers also replaced the
factory speakers with two-way
component speakers from
Kicker in addition to adding a
set in the kick panels to fill the
cab with tunes.

Hoel’s high roller is a great-
looking Ford Super Duty that is
sure to stand out even on the
fickle Las Vegas Strip. It is big,
bright and powered by a diesel
engine—what more would any-
one want? DB

Like the front, the Toyo/Weld tire and wheel combina-

tion looks great on this truck and really fills the huge

wheel well, keeping the lifted beast in good proportion.

Looking at the rear axle from the front side, you can see

the Fabtech dual shock mounts and the chrome anti-sway

bar and end links as well as the custom driveshaft.

While Hoel’s truck looks like it is

pampered and would never see the

dirt, looks can be deceiving. He is

not afraid to get the truck dirty

and has clocked over 100,000 miles

on the odometer, believe it or not.
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